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Enagás is

We have new challenges and we adapt to new situations and ways of working. We reinvent ourselves. That’s why we say “new”.

We are very good at what we do because responsibility and quality guide our daily activity. But we are not arrogant or conceited. That’s why we say “good”.

We have potential and strength. Enthusiasm and willingness. We have energy and work with natural gas, the cleanest fossil fuel and with the most possibilities for the future. That’s why we say “energy”, new energy.
Enagás Emprende

The Corporate Entrepreneurship and Open Innovation Programme at Enagás:

- Internal entrepreneurship
- External entrepreneurship

Enagás Fab

The workspace for innovation and enterprise
Enagás Fab

good
new
energy
Enagás Emprende. Objectives

**Culture of innovation and entrepreneurship**
- Growth and efficiency oriented
- Around NG/LNG new strategy (both national and international)

**Corporate Entrepreneurship projects’**
- Identify and develop internal entrepreneurship projects’
- To transform ideas from external projects into business/start-ups
- Business activation and efficiency improvement on existing assets

**New uses of natural gas: promotion and development**
- Promotion of LNG for vehicle use, among others
- Support small and medium companies related to NG and LNG
Corporate entrepreneurship awards

- Ingenia Business is the **main channel** to detect **business ideas** in Enagás.

- It is the starting point of the **Corporate Entrepreneurship Programme**.

- The objective is to generate **new business projects**, identified and implemented by its professionals, with the support of the company.

**New startups born from Ingenia Business:**

- **VIRA**
  - Gas systems solutions

- **SCALE GAS**
  - Small Scale project

- **enefficiency**
  - LNG Plants Efficiency
Last edition. **The winners**
Open Innovation Programme

What are we looking outside? Projects or ideas in these areas

Oil & gas
- Natural gas value chain
- New uses of LNG

Green economy
- Industry 4.0
- Sustainable mobility
- Energy efficiency
- Energy storage

We offer a tailor-made programme for the startups:

- Equity Investor
- Commercial Partner
- Industrial Partner
Enagás Emprende. Toolbox

Enagás offers to entrepreneurs a tailor-made set of resources and tools for each project.

**Toolbox smart money:**
- Paysheet
- Spin-off / Start-up
- Crowdfunding
- Loan

**Training toolbox and mentoring:**
- Training
- Mentoring
- Premium consultancy

**Resources’ toolbox:**
- Reduction of working hours
- Technological validation
- Connection with the industry
- Access to the market
- Enagás Fab
“Innovate is essential to take advantage of both the new opportunities offered by our international opening and development process, and those linked to the new uses of gas as the cleanest fossil fuel”
Thank you